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A@ract. It is shown that there is a polynomial time algorithm. to determine whether a finite 
Thue system IS Church-Rosser. 
1. IRtroduction 
Replacement systems arise in the study of formula manipulation syMems uch 
as theorem provers, program optimizers, and algebraic simplifiers, where: they take 
the form of term rewriting systems, tree manipulating sys;ems, graph grammars, 
etc. Usually the problem is to define some efficient operational semantics for an 
equational theory. Such systems are al$o useful in thle study of abstract cilata types 
since this same type of problem arises ihere. Often one aPttempts to show that rhe 
system is ‘confluent’ or ‘church-Rosser’ so that there is a way of describing canonical 
representatives <or unique normal forms. See [4,6,7, ‘9,1.2:]. 
Wheq dealing with strings, the appropriate notion of replacement system appears 
to be that :oi Thue system, especially in the case when the &rings in questions are 
‘unstructured’, i.e., taken from 26n arbitrary free monsid on a finite alphabet. The 
question of whether an infinite Thue system is canauent o)+ Church-1Rosser is 
tmdecidable even when such a system is finitely specified [3$ Sib the other hand, 
th4 question of whether a finite Thue system is coniiuent is decidable, aresult due 
to Nivat [ 1 1 ]: The result established by Xvat leads immediately to an exhaustive 
search algorithm that determines whether the given system is confluent. In this 
paper NW’s result is extended to sholw that it is decidable whether a tinite Thue 
system is Church-Rosser. Further, it is shown that exhaustive search is not necessary 
and that these questions are tractable, i.e., there is a poly~~omial t me algorithm to 
I > 
dMide;thii questioai [see [S]). The algorithm presented here depends on two facts: 
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(9 in a Church-Rosser Thue system twe difkrent irreducible strings cannot be 
congruent; and 
(ii) for any finite Thue system there is a linear time algorithm to :ompute from 
a given string x an irreducible string y such that y is congruent o x i2). 
2. Thue systems 
If C is a finite alphabet, then C* is the set of ail biirrrgs over C with the empty 
string e. If w E F’, then 1 w 1 denotes the length of w. 
A Thue system S on a finite alphabet C is a set of ordered Pairs of strings from 
C* called ruks. The Thue congruence defined by S is the reflexive transitive closure 
~2, of the relation c, (s) defined as follows: If (u, U) E S, then for all x, y, XU~@~S)X’V~ 
and ~uy~<~)xuy. (The subscript S will be omitted whenever possible.) 
Throughout this paper it is assumed that if S is a Thue sjlstem and (u, v) E S, 
then Iu 13 lo I. Since the relation c) (s) is symmetric, no generality is lost by making 
this assumption. 
If S and T are Thue systems with the property that for all X, y, x ~&,y if and 
only if x M &) y, then S and T are equivalent. 
If S is a Thue system, wrlite x+y if x++y and ixl>lyl, and write x H y if x-y 
and 1x1== Iyi; let +*(H*) be the reflexive transitive closure of + (resp., l-i). The 
relatiotl +* is referred to as a reduction. 
Let ,t: be a Thue system. 
(a) S is conj?uent if for every choice of 1’1, x, y, w +* x and w + * y imply that 
for some z, x +* z and +* z. 
(b) S is Church-Rosser if for every choice of x, y, x 9-)* y implies that for some 
z, x +* z and y +* z. 
When studying replacement systems, the reduction relation -) may be given and 
then the relation H may be defined by +G=+ =  u + -l. This is not rhe case for Thue 
systems since thf:re is the possibility of length-preserving rules so that +-+ = + u 
4-l u H. While a Thue system that is Church-Rosser is confluent [4,6,9], the 
presence of length-preserving rules may prevent a confluent Thue system from 
being Church-R~~sser, Howev!er, if S is a Thue system such that x H y implies that 
for some z, x +* z and y +* z, and such that S is confluent, then S is Church-Rosser 
and S is equivalent to S --{(u, v)I lul= !?!I}. Since x 1-1 y if and only if x = wuz and 
y = wzz where lul = Iv1 and (u, II) E S, we have the following fact. 
Let S bz a 77~~ system. S is Church osser if and only if both of the 
folio wircg conditions hold : 
(a) For every (u, v)E S such that lul= lvl, there exists t with u+* t and v+* 2 ; 
(b) T;~P subsystem S -((u, v)l lu! = lvl} is confluent. 
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Clearly, a Th UC system with no length-preserving rules is confluent P and only 
if 3: is Church-Rosser. 
Let S be a Thue system. A string x is isredzrcible (mod S) if there is no y such 
that x + y ; otherwise, x is reducible (mod S). 
Irreducible strings are ‘normal forms’ for congruence classes. When a Thue 
system is Church-Rosser, normal forms are unique. 
Lemma 2 ([4,6, ‘7,9]). Let S be a Church-Rosser Thue system. 
(a) If x and y are irreducible and x & y, then x = y. 
(b) For every x there is a unique irreducible y such that x++* y. 
,4 possible diflkulty ill iarrying out transformations in a Thue system S is that 
there may exist rules (Y, vij and (u, ~2) E S with vl # ~2. If S is Church-Rosser, it 
is sufficient to make arbitrary chokes, 
Lemma 3. Let S be a Thue system. Suppose that T G S is any subsystc,m gf S with 
the properties 
(a) T &as no length-preserving rules, zzd 
(b) for any string u such that for sorze v, lu I> Iv 1 and (u, v) E S, the.re is a unique 
v’ such that 1~1~ ]v’l and (u, v’) E T_ 
If S is Church-Rosser, then T is Church-Rosser and T is equivalent to S. Further, 
a string is irreducible (mod T) if and only if it is irreducible (mod S). 
Proof. The fact that a string is irreducible (mod T) if and only if it is irreducible 
(mod S) follows immediately from property (b). (This\ fact does not depend on S 
being Church-Rosser.) 
Sappose that S is izhurch-Rosser. We &fin that for every x, z, if x -** z (mod S) 
and z is irreducible, then x + * z (mod T). To prove this fact, notice that if x -+& z 
and z is irreducible (mod S), and x -) * (T) y and y is irreducible (mod T), then t is 
irreduci’tlle (mod S) and so y = t since S is Church-Rosser. Thus, x + $1 z. 
If X 4-8 y (mod 5) , then since S is Church-Kosser, there exists arr irreducible z 
such that x +* 2 (mod S) and 1 + * z (mod S). By the above, x +*’ z (mod T) 2nd 
y +* z (mod T) so x ++* y (mod ‘I’). Since T is a subsystem of S, this implies e,hat 
T is equivalent o S. 
If x M* y (mod T), then x H* y (mod S). Since S is Church-Rosser, there exists 
an irreducible z such that x +* z (mod S) and y --)’ z (mod S). B:y the above, 
x+*z(,modT)andy -+* z (mod T). Hence, T is Church-Rosser. 
3. Tk algorithm 
Nivat [ 1 l] has shown tnzt a ‘i”hue system S is confluent if and only 3 rtlhe following 
condition holds: For every pair of (not necessarily distinct) rules (u I, v I), (~2, ~2) 
in S with lull> ]vrl and lu21> 1~21, 
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(a) if there exist X, y such that iglx = yu2 and 1x1< lu;zl, then there exists L” such 
that ulx + * z and yv2 +* Z; and 
(b) if there exist X, y such that til = xu2y, then there exists z SW 1 that iul + * t 
and xv2y +* z. 
‘The result of Nivat is related to the strategy of Knuth and Bendix [g]. In the 
case of Thue systems, one deals only with strings of ‘constants’, not variables, and 
so certain tasks become easy. see [d, 7] for further discussion. 
If S is a finite Thue system, then one can test S to see if Xivat’s condition holds 
(since the number of rules in S is finite), and so the question of whether a finite 
Thue syst’em is confluent is decidable [ll]. 
A simple proof of Nivat’s result follows from the fact that a Thue system S is 
confluent if and only if for all w, X, y, w + x and M’ + y implies that for some z, 
x + * z and/ y + * z (in fact, z can be assumed to be irreducible). This fact was 
established by ;\Jewman [9] for replacement systems arising in combinatorial 
topology and later was established by Kuet [6] for abstract replacement systems. 
FIuet’s proof is quite simple and uses the principle of Noetherian induction. 
I=Iere we describe an algorithm to perform Nivat’s test for confluence, adding 
one additional condition so a!; to have an algorithm to test for the Church-Rosser 
property. Input to the algorithm will be a finite set S of ordered pairs (u, u) of 
strings with 1~12 ]vi. Let ISI = .x’{luvl 1 (u, v) E S}. The algorithm will operate in stages 
and sach stage will run in time S(lSl”). 
Stage I: hitialimtion 
Read the input S, storing the left-hand side u of each rule in a table which 
can be used to access in a linked list all the corresponding right-hand sides v such 
that (u, 21) E S. %ore the right-hand sides in lexicographic order, Determine a 
subsystem ?& S by considering each left-hand side u and choosing the first 
right-hand side v such that /u I > Iv ] and (u, v) E S. If such a v exists, put (u, v) E T; 
otherwise, there is no v such that (u, v) E T. 
Once T is determined, construct a ‘trie’ by which the reversal uR of strings u 
occurring in the left-hand side of scme rule in T (not S) may be quickly recognized. 
This is essentially 9 finite-state automaton accepting a finite set of strings. Proceed 
to Stagz 2, 
‘The links from each node of the trie can be stored as a list so that during the 
REDUCE routine (see below) in 121 steps one can d/etermine whether a symbol 
popped rn:gtches a link. Restoring symbols requires a constant number of steps if 
each node :.ras aback pointer to its parent, plus the symbol abeling the link involved. 
For fixed .C the trie can be uSed to search for a longest match in linear time aad 
occupies linear space, ignoring storage size for oirkters and the time required to 
obtain the next ele:aent on the list. If C is considered as a parameter, then its size 
must be considered as a factor- of the running time, 
Assuming unit cost storage access and dynamic allocation, one can see that it 
only requires linear time and space to adld a rule (u, 21) to the trie, so that the trie 
can be constructed in linear time and space in Stage 1. 
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It will be useful to separate onr3 specific task as a subroutine. The purpose of 
this subroutine is to compute from input x an irreducible string z such that x +* z 
(mod T). Given a fixed system such that (~1, VI) # 4~2, ~2) implies iA $242, one may 
construct a two-stack automaton which on input z generates an irreducible z su.ch 
that x +* z and which runs in time k]x 1 where k depends on the size of the rules 
in the system [2]. The automaton can be simulated by using the brie from Stage 1 
which supplies all the necessary information about T, and occupies space linear in 
the size of T. Hence we consider T as a parameter and so the algorithm must be 
considered to run in time that is quadratic rather than linear. 
We refer to this algorithm as REDUCE and write P := REDUCE(x). REDUCE 
uses two stacks, stack 1 and stack 2. Initially, stack 1 is empty and stack 2 contains 
the input x with its leftmost symbol on top. When stack 2 is empty, stack 1 will 
contain the desired result. At any point between the initial an4 final steps, stacks 
2 and 2 contain an intermediate string y such that j& +* y (mcd a) with a prefix 
of y stored on stack 1 and the corresponding suffix of y stored ,on stack 2. 
REDUCE has two phases, READ and SEARCH. Initially, a READ is attempted. 
READ: Attempt to pop a symbol from stack 2 and push it onto stack 1. If stack 
2 is empty, halt; otherwise go to SEARCH. 
SEARCH: Using the. irie for T, pop from stack 1 the longest possible word u 
(if any) which occurs as the lee- hand side of a rule (u, v j E T. If no such word is 
detected, restore stack 1 to its previous condition and go to READ. If such i,l string 
u is detected, push the unique string v to stack 2, where (u, 0) E T, and go to R.EAD. 
Notice that the leftmost symbol of the current intermediate string is on the 
bottom of stack 1 while the rightmost is on the bottom of stack 2. Thus in SEARCII 
the string u is read from right to left and the string v is pushed rightmost syan’ool 
first, and so the trie must store the reversal uR of u. 
To see that REDUCE does indeed compute an irreducible descendant of the 
inpvt string, see [Z]. To consider the cost of REDUCE, notice that both stacks 
contain at most ix 1 symbols between them at any time so that only 0(1x 1) space is 
needed (ignoring the size of the trie). Recall that (u, v) E T implies 1u I > iv I. If u is 
popped from stack 1 and v is pushed onto stack 2 during an application of SEARCH, 
then lul applications of READ were needed to w rite u on stack 1 and so the entire 
process of “write u on stack 1, pop u from stack 1, push v onto stack 2” has the 
effect of reducing the length of stack 2 by lui - lo]> 0. Thus we see that READ is 
invoked S(lxIISl) times. Between READS, SEARCH can do no worse than to 
empty and refill stack 1 and push a shorter string onto stack 2, and so at most 21x1 
steps are involved. Use of the trie can be regarded as taking a constant number elf 
steps between successive xtlractiorr3 of a symbol from stack 1 if z1 is fixed, otherwise 
a number of steps bounded b:y ISI. 1Ience the overall time is C?(lxl’lSl) when 15 is fixed. 
P.rocess in turn each string Al occurring as the left-hand side of at least one rub:: 
of S, Having selected u, consider each v suc;h that (u, v) E S and lu I= lo I. Compute 
Zl := REDUCE(u) and 22 :=REDUCE@). Determine whether z1 eciuals z2. If for 
zany such u and v, z1 is not equal to ~2, then halt and report that S is not 
Church-Rosser. Otherwise, go to Stage 3. 
From Lemmas l-3, notice that if (u, v) E S, lu I= iv 1, and S is C’ iurch-Rosser, 
then there is a urlique irreducible z such that u +* z (mod T) and 11 +* z (mod T). 
If S is Church-Rosser, then REDUCE(u) is the unique irreducible descendant of 
.. -a k;iici &W.iCE(v) is the unique irreducible descendant of E). Thus S t.ige 2 correctly 
dcgermines whether S has this property. 
‘There are at most 1st rules to be considered and each call of REDUCE takes at 
most 0(1x p'!Sl) steps for x = u or x = v, so this portion of Stage 2 runs in time 
O(fSl”). Sequential search can be used to locate the various Al and at and this can 
be accomplished in time O(lSl). 
Stage 3 : Testing for confluence 
For every pair (ul, u2) of (not necessarily distinct) strings that both appear BS 
left-hand sides of r&s in S, perform the following two tasks. 
(i) Form all possible strings x, y, not both empty, such that UI = xu2y. For each 
such x, y, compute REDUCE(v1) and 22 := REDUCE(xv2y) where (zdt, vl) E T and 
(u2, v2) E T. De termine whether z1 is equal to 22. For any such x, y, if zl Z 22, then 
halt and repor, that S is not Church-Rosser. 
(ii) Form al1 possible strings x, y such that ulx = yu2 and 0 < ix I < 1~21. For each 
such x, y compute 21 := REDUCE(vlx) and 22 := RED’ZJCE(yv2), where (~1, ~1) E T 
and (u2, v:!) E 11 Determine whether 21 is equal to 22. For any such X, y, if ~1 f 22, 
then halt and report that S is not Church-Rosser. If Stage 3 is successfully 
completed, then halt and report that S is Church-Rosser. 
This stage terminates since in task (i) there can be at most lull such x, y pairs 
and in task (ii) there can be at most lul I c 141 such x, y pairs. From Lemmas 2 and 
3 it 1s clear that Stage 3 correctly checks that Nivat’s conditions for confluence are 
obeyed. From Lemmas 1 and 3 it is clear that Stages 2 and 3 correctly check for 
the Church-Rosser property. 
The number of pairs (~1, ~42) is bounded by O(lS12). Task (i) can call REDUCE 
at most lull times and task (ii) can call REDWE at most lull+ luzl times. Thus the 
total time in which Stage 3 uses REDUCE is at worst O()#). Selecting all pairs 
(ul, UZ) takes at most time 0(fS12) by sequential search and with a naive enumeration 
algorithm eqi th a c;lst of ~~4~~2~~ one can derera.ine all x, y such ‘hat u1 = xu2y, and 
all x9 y such that ulx = yu2 and 1x1 c Itr& Thus that part of Stage 3 requires at most 
time O(lSl”) and clearly linear space is adequate. 
We state our result as follows: 
There is a polynomial time algorithm to determine whether a finite Thue 
system is Church-A!osser. 
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Thus, the problem of deciding w2lether a finite Thue system is. Church-Rosser 
is tractable (see [S]). We make no claims about the ‘best bound for this question. 
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